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Nostromo es una novela política del escritor polaco-británico Joseph Conrad, publicada en 1904, que trata
los asuntos de una república ficticia de Suramérica, denominada "Costaguana".
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Review
"Ruth Nadelhaft's new edition of Nostromo is a timely addition to the Broadview Editions series. Without
neglecting the traditional critical and biographical approaches, the supplementary materials and lucid
introduction place Conrad's difficult masterpiece fully and clearly within its contemporary contexts
(especially the events surrounding the Panama Canal project), and in relation to our own debates about
imperialism, colonials, and alleged racism in Conrad's work. Broadview's Nostromo, like its companion
volumes, is truly a text for the way we teach now."--David Latane Jr.

"Nadelhaft negotiates the impasse between existential and political responses to the book. In reaffirming that
the personal is the political, she demonstrates how Nostromo represents the process whereby 'imperialism
transmits the virus of alienation.' Joined with the historical apparatus so characteristic of Broadview Editions,
such theorizing genuinely reopens a book that hasn't yet received its due."--Michael Coyle

Comments: “Ruth Nadelhaft’s new edition of Nostromo is a timely addition to the Broadview Editions
series. Without neglecting the traditional critical and biographical approaches, the supplementary materials
and lucid introduction place Conrad’s difficult masterpiece fully and clearly within its contemporary contexts
(especially the events surrounding the Panama Canal project), and in relation to our own debates about
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introduction place Conrad's difficult masterpiece fully and clearly within its contemporary contexts
(especially the events surrounding the Panama Canal project), and in relation to our own debates about
imperialism, colonials, and alleged racism in Conrad's work. Broadview's Nostromo, like its companion
volumes, is truly a text for the way we teach now." -- David Latane Jr., Virginia Commonwealth
University "Nadelhaft negotiates the impasse between existential and political responses to the book. In
reaffirming that the personal is the political, she demonstrates how Nostromo represents the process whereby
'imperialism transmits the virus of alienation.' Joined with the historical apparatus so characteristic of
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Coyle, Colgate University Synopsis
Set amid the exotic and grandiose scenery of South America, this book reveals the lives and fates of the
characters as well as the physical and political composition of a whole country. From the Publisher
The Broadview Editions series is an effort to represent the ever-changing canon of literature in English by
bringing together texts long regarded as classics with valuable, lesser-known literature. Newly type-set and
produced on high-quality paper in trade paperback format, the Broadview Editions series is a delight to
handle as well as to read. Each volume includes a full introduction, chronology, bibliography, and
explanatory notes along with a variety of documents from the period, giving readers a rich sense of the world
from which the work emerged.
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